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Investing: An Objective Approach

Next HOS fvleeting:
lYhy Ancient Gree,:e is
RdV Favonte Civilization

This videotaped lecture,
given aboard

a ship

during

ihis summer's cruise cf the
Greek islands, presents Dr.
Leonard Peikoff's analysis of
the essentials of Greek culture. He names the fundamental virtue underlying their
culture as man-worship and
explains why Greece laid the
foundation of all iruman vaiues. He gces on from there ro
discuss a number of characteristics of thei crilture, comparing Creek ideas to those of
the Fomding,Fathe, s and oth-,
ers of the Enlightenment.
The meetihg::,:,vi11 be heidl
on Octoler 11 at,6:30 p,rn. at:
the Clubroom of TheMeridian apartment L-ompie x, 626X
(between
Hillcroft and Fountainview),
across from Payless Shoes.
T'he Clubroom is located upstairs facing Westhei mer.
NOTE: Attending mcmbers are askeO to conffibute
$2 to help pay for the expenses
renring this
clubroorn. We havc not been
recovering rental costs, and
would like to encoura-ee those
who have not been contributing to do so. Those atiending
are asked
bring snack
items.

Westheirner

of
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by Pete Jamison
Can ;vorr do just as good with a
dar"t boarri as with a broker? If so,
does 'rt h.ove to be that way? Why
do many funds seem to do worse
than the dart board? How can you
teil if a crash or a boom is on the
horizon? Could Objectivism give
investor any comparative
advantage?
Lyceum International's seminar
"Investi.ng:
Otrjective
Approach" with Dr. Yaron Brook.
held at the Intercontinental Airport
Hyatt Hotei, answered these
questions and more on September 6.
Dr. Brock, a lecturer in economics,
this
manv
was familiar
audience from previous Lyceum
events and to those who knew him
from his postgraduate days at tiT.
Covered topics ran from defining
investment to examining how prices
are sel within a market to the
immediate firture of the economy.
Brook opened by describing

an

An

to

in

investment sinnpiy as a way to
purchase a financial asset over a
period of time, with the expectation

from investment in general to the

financial markets in specific.
Several common types of
investment, Brook noted, aren't
part of the financial markets at all.
Bank savings accounts and gold
bullion holding (another form of
saving) merely maintain purchasing
power; little interest accr:ues (none
in gold's case). Real estate and
investments in businesses, your

own or a friend's, ffe

to the

also

financial
alternatives
markets-- alternatives which are far
less liquid. Stocks and bonds were
Brook's main focus.
At this point, the subject of risk
arose. Risk was identified as the
measure of iikelihood that events
lvorse than expecled will occur.
Although difficult to quantiff in
convenient uniis, it can be lessened
proportional
expiicit
knowledge one possesses. And

to the

Brook aiso mentioned a

proportional relationship that does
not exist - that of risk and reward.

of protit and in the form of
reasonably predictable shares, and
he denied the view proclaimed by
critics of business (and by many
business professionals) that
investment is akin to gambling.
When one invests, one is
participating piecemeal in
ownership of labor and capital
i.nterests, of production. This is not
the fast, random payoff of the lotto.
Coveiage quickiy progressed
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Mere high risk will not guarantee
anv return whatsoever.

Money market

instruments,
bonds and stocks constitute...

poorly managed companies. Some
definitions included:
' Money Markets: low-return,
short term instruments typically

holding bank overnight

The Financial Markets
These markets are the arena in
which wealth passes from the
savers to the producers. They're
largely of a secondary nature, the
primary nature being a transaction
between a buyer of an instrument
and the company issuing it. Most
trades happen with no contact

between traders

and

issuing
;ompanies because (as with a share
,rf stock) trades occur between the
'urrenr and the future owners. This
cconciarv market "pumps,' the

)i'irnan' market considerably, for

rJnc wouldn't buy on the
assutnction that it would be
if things went
blirjl'.. These markets are great
!,Dlii-cL-s of information, making
irni;rrssible to unload

loans.
Treasury bills and other short term
government securities can be
included in this category. A rypical
return would be 4 to 5 percent.

Bonds: essentially an IOU
contract, they're loans with
prespecified rates of retum and
maturify dates. They can-v
inflation risk due to the rates being
fixed.

Stocks:

documents

of

ownership and claims on residual
company assets (first call on assets
devolving to creditors).
Yaron noted that long term
bonds have generally done worse
than stocks. A high-yield bond can
do fine for awhile but sustained
inflation rates of as little as 6% can
kiil the bond market.

iotitr.r lurchases possible, up to and

lc::tr.iing corporate takeovers of
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valuation,

uncertain but rational in nature.
Luckily, he said, traders don't
typically pay aftention to
economists.

Investment Strategy
Dr. Brook spent a good deai of
time discussing differences in
passive and active strategies and
expanded on tactics of buy-andhold vs. market "timing". But he
progressed to the general point that.
to do well, you must know
something that the market does not
know. In other words, to make a

good trade it takes

some

comparative advantage, so as to
beat the market to facts which
eventually will come to light.
Personal experiences can contribute

to this advantage (assuming

the

reievant authorities don't call it
insrder trading), Peter Lynch being
one author that's used this approach

Pricing Financial Assets
How are the prices for stocks.
bonds, etc. decided upon? From
where do they come? Dr. Brooit
identified three views familiar in

(see sidebar). Brook suggests that
Objectivists use their philosophical
knorvledge in addition to all other
iacts obtainable, watching the
behavior as well as performance of

many respects to Objectivisrs:
Subjective Pricing Vierv:

the person at the head of

everybody values

productivity

differently.

strongly affect the "culture" of an

:

Richard Beals

This last Brook described as

"socially objective"

a compan\,Prices are

company.

The

a

individual

of the leader can

psychologicai creations of operation. Al Dunlop and Jack
lemming-like tendencies in us all. Weich (the latter of GE) are
Ultimately, prices are meaningless.
Intrinsic Pricing View: there's a
"true" vaiue of a cash flow or a
stock "out there" somewhere. [t's a
Platonic form. The market's got to
be right, so there's no way to beat it.
And if you do beat it, you were just
lucky.
Objective Pricing View: prices
reflect the information that the best
traders have. Prices reflect
successful trades- - not the market.

mentioned as ones to watch,
discounting, Brook added, the

politics of the leader, since so many
people are compart-mentalized
today, being rational in some areas
and quite the opposite in others.
Regarding mutual funds, they
were described merely as cases of
investing in which decisions are
deferred to the manager of that
group of holdings. Brook favored
those tied to market indexes over
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managed

active

funds.

Otherwise, do the research
and choose your own. You'd
save on management fees in
addition to making choices at
least as good as those the

manager would probably
make.

The Economy

Dr. Brook thinks the
fundamental situation is
rather good for the next
decade or so, for the

following

reasons. First, the "Atlases"
of the worid haven't given up
yet: productive people still get
up and go to work. Second,
the lorv regulation and high
impact of technology
improvements, the so-called
,!:ird industrial revolution,
urileashes productivity that
dirin't exist before. Third,
there's a pragmatic leaning
torl ard the market, possibly a
iesuit of so many overt
::1;inning schemes going down
o taih"ire. Fourth, global free
"iide a-ereements such as the
,:trC. NAFTA, GATT, South

Sea and Latin American
cooperation combine to
reduce costs everywhere.
Fifth, the current efficiency of
the financial markets coupled
with typically low inflation
may be beating some types of
business cycles. And sixth,
1980's restructuring, which
entrenched,
unresponsive ownership and
gave pink slips
bad
unseated

a

longterm
managers had
positive effect, contributing to
today's positives.
Conclusion

I

haven't given

away
you weren't
everything.
there, you should have been.
The knowiedge and strategies

If

Dr. Brook imparted were

so

good, they were

worth
financing in a way of which
Brook may not approve-- bv
credit card. As I'm aware
some of us did. We- I mean.
such people should consider it
a wise investment.

A
The tormer head of the: Fideliry
llagellan fund is an exponent of fhe

"huy what you know"

to

theory

ifavorably mentioned by Brook) and
the author of !wa,b€stse[srs, ,,A,ne,,;:.Op
un Wall Street and Beating'the Street.
In the second booh he describes how a

elass of sixth-graden used "buying
onlv what one knows" lwhichthey got
fromreading tris,,trst troob ib ruftAlei
ninety percetrt of the fund managers
working at the time, irrcluding Lynch
himself.

HOS Meeting Summaries
Manners as Philosophy
August 9,1997

The August HOS meeting featured a
presentation by Steve Miller titled "Manners as
Philosophy."
Quoting columnist Judith Martin, also known
as Miss Manners, Steve made a distinction
between etiquette and manners. Manners are the
principles underlying a system of etiquette,
while etiquette is the particular rules used to
express those principles.

ethics.

Tradition and custom also play a role in
etiquette. The issue of respect can be derived
from ethics: horv respect is demonstrated is
lar-tely determined by the customs of the culture.
For exampie. in Japan it is a sign of respect to
remove one's shoes upon arriving for dinner; in
America this would be viewed as rude.
Judith Martin identifies three branches of
etiquette: regulative, symbolic, and ritual.
Regulative etiquette is often regarded as

Brieftook at Peter Lynch

bbility to understand, ,fotlow orverifr. In one-product Company- and that prodiiet
irwestihg, one iticfts to the familiar, as in is selling fastl,then isrcbmpa$y::should
the case of ttre sixth-gmders' purchase of be considered But ifthehitproduct is a
,shares rin Matt ,,({every kid underctands
suhunit of an unrernartable company,
that]'), Nintendo (their impression of this the product's effect on the share price
game Sy$temls,,ppul3-nty was trorne out) could be mi4mql. And this condition
and deftnitely not in the case of IBM, the couid change,, as, it,.the,Case,of,,,Taeo
only instance in which parental advice Bell, rocketing up:until gurchased by
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you,:see a,Crowd,at Victoriais Secret, be it rnanagement and ownership news.

*omen purchasing clothing

or

men

purchasing the catalog, this is imponant

The approach, also associated with

of

etiquette is no less
impractical than philosophy. Indeed, etiqueffe is
subsumed under ethics. Etiquette provides rules
for social interaction. Citing an example of a
gang member who shot a rival for showing
disrespect, Steve explained that all societies
have rules of etiquette. The etiquette of a
culture, or subculture, will reflect its dominant

The subject

Lyrrch cumently:c0ntributes to the
c0mpetent . .,.,.( t. .,....,in,:,,,,.my, bpinioU

information
politicalty smarrnyl financial slick
simply to avoid
The appruach is mitigated by the Wonh magazine and maintains an
huying into companial actiye in observation that hit products are only the advisory mle at:Fidelify, Inveiments,
markets and products heyond one's first indicationof a good stock If it's a
PJ

Warren Buffett,

ii

a
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"common sense", and it intended to
make social interaction easier. In a
sense, it restricts freedom of
expression more than the law rloes or
should. For example. legally you
have a right to tell someone he is

ugly, but cloing so

creates

unnecessary conflicts. Regulative
etiquette also includes such things as
courtesy in traffic. keeping
appointments, waiting in line, etc.
A species of reguiarory etiquette,
which Judith N.{artin calls
institutional etiquette, carries
practical consequences for violators.
Such etiquette governs activities like
!egislative sessions and meetings,
providing ruies for those
proceedings. Yiolators are subject to
such penalties as removal from the
meeting, or censure.
Symbolic etiquette deals more

with fontt and tradition, such as

clothing and body

language.

Because such etiquette has optional

elements,

it is

unrmportani.

often viewed

Fcr

as

exampie,
addressing a professor by his first
name may be verbaliy correct, but it
can be symbolically insulting (i.e.,
demonstratirrg a lack of respect).
Ritual eiiquette makes certain
events more estheticaliy pleasing or
emotionally reassuring. Fancy
restaurants have dress codes so
dinem can enjoy an elegant dinner;
funerals have a format to permit
mourners to express iheir grief an<i
show respect to the deceased.
These three branches of etiquette
provide a means for nonverbal
communication with others, making

daily life more pieasant and

providing the basis for elegance for
special occasions. Etiquette is an
expressicn of the fact that we are
civilized men, and contributes to
making us so.
Steve noted that Objectivists have

two
4

special concerns

regarding

etiquette: the importance of etiquette

in the role of

philosophical
salesman, and possible conflicts
between one's principies and the
rules oi etiquette.
Gi';ing a talk to a group new to
Otr.jectivism should not be done in
jeans and a t-shirt. Doing so would
violate symbolic etiqueffe. causing
the audience to question whether

ycu take them, or vcur

ideas

seriously. Don't respond to every

"Merry Chnstmas" with

an

explanation that you are an atheist.
Such a greeting is almost always an
expression of good will with no
philosophical meaning intended.
When debating others on
philosophical issues, initially grant
them the benefit of the doubt (until
they deserve otherwise). If your
purpose is to expose others to your
ideas, shorving respect for them and
yourself is not only correct etiquette,
but also practically beneficial.
Conforming to social norms does
not necessarily make one
unprincipled. Etiquette's purpose is
to make.social interaction easier and
more enjoyable. Foliowing the rules
of etiquette, when they do not
conflict with one's principles, is the
iogicai thing to do. For example,
rvhile the combination of red and
yellow did not logically have to be
called "orange", any English-

speaking person wishing

to

be

undentood should use that term.
However, in any conflict between
etiquette and one's principles, the

rules of etiquette should

be

discarded. It is generally considered
rude to discuss politics and religion
in social settings. Universally
applied, such a rule is irrational. As
rvith all ethical issues, context is
crucial.
The news media frequently
decries the declining compliance
with etiquette in our society. This

probiem comes from the erosion of
philosophy, confusion about the
nature of etiquette, and fuldamentai
changes within our society.
Because etiquette derives from
ethics, irrational ethics will lead to
destructive rules of social
interaction. The case of the gang

member who shot

a rival for

showing disrespect is one example.
The historically recent social and
econornic gains made by women
have caught many men by surprise.
Before women became common in

the workplace, men dealt

with

women almost exclusively in social
siruations. Many men dropped
context and found themselves unable
to adapt their etiquette system to this
change. The result was either
treating women like men, or treating
women as they wouid in a social

setting, neither

of which

was

appropriate.

Because of the link between
philosophy and manners, etiquette is
a subject in need of attention from
Objectivists. Not only will our
interactions with others improve, it
will help make our lives more
pleasant and fulfilling.
Essay Awards Ceremony
August 29, t991

On August 29 HOS members
gathered with this year's essay
contest winners, their families and
friends. Natalie Carnes won first
place in The Fountainhead contest.
Her essay is printed in this issue of
the newsletter.

Sam White, last year's Athem
essay winner, placed second in this

year's Fountainhead contest.
Sonali Ahluwalia was this year's
Anthem winner.
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The Fourttainhead Essay Winner
by Natalie Carnes

The noble soul does not imitate.
It refuses to borrow and it scoffs at
pretense. The noble soul is
independent. To use a mind that
recognizes no authority above itself
and defines standards and values to
adhere to consistently-- this is the
nature of a man prompted by an
independent soul.
The
Fountainhead, in projecting such a
man as its hero. centers around a
theme of independence from which
the plot, the characters, and the
dialogue are all derived. Most
excerpts from The Fountainhead
can, consequently, be traced to this
therne, either as a direct expression
of it or a a more subtle extension.
Four quotations in particular, by
accenting the major developments of
the theme of independence, stand as
proof of this theory. By studying
these quotations, one may witness

the evolution

of a

philosophy of

independence.

Keating: "How do you always
manage to decide?"

Roark: "How can you let others
decide for you? "
Howard Roarkwas an innovator.
He exercised his creative faculty to
produce the new, the original, the
unborrowed. Peter Keating was a
parasite. He employed what skills

he had to exploit the talents of
others. This confrontation between
the innovator who premises his
actions on independence and the
parasite who thrives on dependence
introduced

the

importance of

decision-making to independence.
Making a judgment requires acting
on values, assessing priorities. Only

a man with a concept of self

can
delineate values since only he has a

by which to gauge them
(i.e., his self). A man such as
standard

Keating- who sold his soul and his
opportunity to hold convictionsretains only a shell of a self, a vessel

into which he pours the

ideas,

beliefs. and opinions of others. He
fakes reality. Not deciding or, in
Ayn Rand's terms, "blanking out,"
is an attempt to shield oneself from

truth, to pretend reality away.
Shrinking from decisions and
neglecting to direct the course of
one's

life

indicates indifference
toward life in general. This idea
reduces to that fundamental choice
which man makes in determining his
approach to life: to live or not to
Roark chose life, and. to
he articulated values
sustain
consistent with and made decisions
in accordance with those values.
Keating, by default, chosedeath. By
contrasting the independent man
second-hander. this
quotation illustrates independence
as a positive action, a decision one
makes. It helps establish the first

live.

it,

with the

attribute of independence as
accepting responsibility for one's
life.
Toohey: "If yourfirst concern

is

for

whnt you are or think orfeel or hnve
you're still a
havm't
egotist.'
common
Keating : " You mean, I must want to

or

got-

be unhappy?"

Toohey:

'No.

You must

stop

wanting anything."

ln his attempt to rule the world,

Ellsworth Toohey

espoused

altruisrn: the doctrine that demands
self-sacrifice, self-denial, selfannihilation. He persuaded men to
erase themselves and sell their souls.
His method was to work by first
extinguishing their desires. A desire
is a form of emotion, a subconscious
response that engages values as its
standard for reaction. Toohey's
instruction to "not want anything"
was in fact a command to abandon
values. As it is man's rationality that

weighs his values, Toohey

was

trying to persuade man to distrust his
rationality, and, as it is rationality
that guides men's actions, men who
distrust their rationality are no

longer self-sufficient. He

was

arguing for men to forsake their
independence. Selflessness, the
state in which one has achieved the
abnegation of all values, is a doctrine

incompatible with life. Consistent
adherence to altruism results in
death, and the nature of every living
thing rebels against it instinctively.

Man cannot live as an absolute
altruist. and he will destroy his
concept of self-worth in trying. In
this way, altruism is a doublepoison,
not only will it destroy self-respect
by preaching that the self is only a
tool for sacrifice, it will also destroy
self-respect by offering man an ideal
that by definition no living creature

attain. Toohey, however, is
merely advocating a concept
can

entrenched in American culture and
embedded in many American minds:
higher
sacrifice, surrendering
value for the sake of an inferior one.
It is the battle cry of the altruist.
While sacrifice is exalted as the
moral ideal, desire is condemned as
a confession of weakness or evil.

a
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When rnen stifle their desires, they
are unhaopy; it is in this state once
again that men are no ionger
independent. Their need for
happiness is unfult-rlled, and they
turn to aitematives (in Toohey's
plan, hinrself .and his iies) fr:r
substitutes: they become dependent

middle is always evil." (For the l,lew
Intellecrual, pL73). Compromise is
acceptable only if it is on
oi the sarre
applications
Any
fundamental truth.
businessman could aitest to the
necessitir oi' rtegotiation. To

compromise one's iife or the
standards that gc.rern it is nct a

on an exiernai force and leave
themselves open tc control. The proper comprcrnise.
second attribute of independence, justification. Ranii anal,ized
therefore. is expressing the Cesires
of <lne's mind.

! can (tccept
what
except
seems to be
anything,
the easiest for ;nost people: the
haUv,ay, the almost, the ,iust-about,
ihe in-betvteen. "
Dominique: "Roark,

Dominique Francon loved ideals
and hateri the worid. Her struggie
throughout the book is unique; she is
a moral character, flarved only in her
fear of people. She believed the
world to be a pernicious place ihat
exerted its power to destroy any
greatness tliat might accidentally
develop ihere. She spent her life
avoiding love fbr anything thai
might entangle her in the world's
web of oain an<i suffeing. After

As
the
man.

of
She explained thai man is

metaphysical compositir-:n

integration of

matter

or)

and

(ibio, pl29)', key io
realizing the magnitude of such a
statement is understanding the
implications of "integration." To
integrate is to bring into accorci, and
consciousness

another or

because it is to others one must look

to fuifill this goal. The choice of
independence

or

dependence is

simply a restatement of
f'.indamentai choice

tbr life

the

of lii'e or death,

requires

independence.

Because it is accepting responsibiliry

tor one's own thoughts and actions.
independence is the means to lit'e.
To avoid any misundersianding, that
statement is not an assertion that any

cannot be Cil.,ided. Man's beiiefs
and behavior are to stem irom rhe
same source. It is this understanding
of "'integrate" that gives meaning to
the virtue Dominique worships:
integrity. Dominique spurns the
idea that she ought to sun'ender her
own integraticn of matter and
consciousness, her owa reality, to

that of others. This is the third
attribute of independence: refusing

estabiishes

an

integration

of matter anrl

consciousness means

that ihe

twcr

to compromise on basic truths.

and she eventualiy ti:rced herself tcr
marry she she despised as her
"gesture of protest (p?,75). The
context of the excerpt is a speech
Dominique gave Rcark as she told
him she was renouncing happiness
in the worid. However, although

Roark: "Independence is the only
Eauge of human virtue and value.

speech originates from a
character whose premise is flawed,

of an individuaiist, Roark

this quotation is a profound tribute to
integrity (i.e., acting on one's
standards wholly, continually, and
invariably.) Rand addressed this
isstre when she declared, "There are
two sides to every issue: one side is
right and the other is wrong, but the
6

rule

selling his soul to be ruled by
another. Seekins either power or
submission is a facet of dependence

independent judgment is rnoral: it
means that only issues decided with
reference to furthering one's own
life are virtuous, since life ought to
be the standard for one's values.
This interpretation is validated by
ihe second paft of the quotation
which elaborates on independence
saying, "What a man is and makes of
hirnself-- not what he has or hasn't
done for others." The emphasis rests
with the contrast between egoisnn
and aitruism. and it may be infeneC
that the significance of the quotation
does also. As it draws this

meeting Roark, she realized she
would utterly faii in this mission,

this

selling his soul to

distinction with aitruism. it

a link

betrveen

independence anci eqoism and labels

those ideas as the standard for

Wlnt a man is and makes af himself- not what he has or hasn't done for

behavior.
Condensing this
information, the fourth attribute of
independence is generating one's
own life.

others."
In this speech depicting the soul
stressed

that people are faced not with the
choice of power or submission, but
with the choice of independence or
dependence. This point is central to
grasping the message of the novel
that altruism is the creed contending
that a person ought to sacrifice
himself to others, whether it is by

The independent man accepts
responsibility for his life, expresses
his desires. refuses to compromise
himself, and perpetrates his o';vn life.
As it weaves these ideas throughout
the story, The Fountainhead
illustrates one all-encompassing
concept: independence is essential to
life.

